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A,  INTRODUCTION 

This report reviews th« work of the Stanford Artlflcfil 
Intelligence Laboratory done under NASA Grant NGR-05-020-508, For 
the purpose of this report the work Is divided Into three areas: 
Image Information management! automated Image differencing, and 
stereo ImaJ'e processing, Section B discusses some of the problems 
Involved with handling a large volume of Image data and some of the 
solutions. Section c reviews the Image differencing work together 
with various Input processing steps used In preparing the data for 
differencing, section 0 describes work done In the area of near-field 
stereo Image analysis oriented towards the Viking 1975 lander camera 
system, Appendlcies A and 0 are two term papers related to the 
ouestior of stereo Image processing whloh were supported» In Part, by 
this grant. The data base used In this work has eome from the Mariner 
Mars probes of 1969 and 1971* from prototype Viking 1975 camera 
eauipment, and from locally produced images of earth scenes, 

In addition to the above mentioned grant, this work recieves 
support from JPL Contract 952469, L«ng|ey Contract NAS 1-9682» and 
ARPA Contract SD-183. 



B, IMAGE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

An Information r«tfl#val capability has lötn Imoltmtnttd a' 
the Stanford A/I Project which enables us to aulPkly rtv|sw the 
Dlanet coyerage of the MM-71 TV Mission, I* Is prlmi^Ily orlsnted 
toward repealing the extent of repeated TV coveraga of any arsa 
specified by latitude and longitude, It enables the user to auloKly 
determine If an area has been ojiotographed, and If sc, how many 
times, on which orbits, by whioh camera, and by which pictures within 
an orbit, On a display screen Is shown the disk of the olaneti the 
footprints of the Images, and vfotora Indicating vttw and sun angles. 
The correspondence between DAS shutter time and the 
orblt-oamera-pleture within orbit (Experimenter) Identifier is also 
shown, The ussr Is also able to alter the seals of ths display to 
Improve clarity, Most of ths Input data for this system comes form 
the MM'7i LIBSET system operated by ths Science Data Team (SOT) at 
JPL, 

As additional TQL (preliminary navigation paramstsfs) Picturs 
catalog data Is received It merged with the data prsvlously raoslysd 
and stored on the disk system, This operation provides us with ths 
navigation data necessary to perform ths gsomstrlc projections 
described below end a|so provides ths library Information ussd to 
locate Images on the Image data (PTV) tapes and ths JPL film 
products. Ths exact manner in which the above has bssn dons has 
varied during the mission since ths reliability and timeliness with 
which we have received the TQL and Picture Catalog data tapes has 
varied, Me began receiving the Picture Catalog data on taps near 
the end of the nominal mission primarily in an attempt to make up fg/ 

its ability to present data in a manner consistent In format and 
organization with the way the expsrimsntsrs view the object under 
investigation. 

The above mentioned capability actually represents the 
Initial phase of the ppocess for ths projection and differencing 
operation,   with the Identifiers and footprints of all  ths [mages 
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C,  AUTOMATED IMAGE OIFFCRENCING 

Inout Processing 

The processing of a series of Imsoes Is generejjy Inttlftted 
by an Invsstlgator suDPlylng us with a list of picture Identifiers 
(elthsr DAS time or orbit and picture within orbit) of the Images In 
which he Is Interested! 

The Identifiers are entered at a terminal and a seardh of 
library Information is made to determlnei |f navigation data Is 
available for the Images, If the PTV or RDR tapes for the Images are 
available In our Mbrary, If the Images have already been loaded Into 
our disk system (see below) as the result of previous Procssslng, and 
other Information related to the Image (filter, exposure time, and 
etc). 

If the Image haa not been Previously processed but Is 
available in our tape library It is mounted on a tape unit and read 
In, Several operation are applied to the data at this time. A "first 
order" photometric correction le mads using a two dlmenolonal 
Interpolation of a matrix of vldleen reeponce parameters, Roseau 
marks are also located and square areas (whfeh approximate their 
actual shape In an Image) are set to a zero DN value, thus Idsntlflng 
those points as Invalid data for latet' operations, Next, a 
"custering" operation Is performed to identify bit droppages In the 
Image data. This Is done by comparing Sfuh point to the mean of a 
three by three area around It, A rilftarenoe of more than three 
standard deviations from the mean identifies It as and srrer, This 
procedure also has the effect of Identifying as errors the various 
"fri«ges" left as the result of modeling the Images of the rsseaus as 
squares. Finally, these pixels Identified as errors are replaced by 
averaging the neighboring points. The result Is an Image with a 
reasonable degree of Photometric Integrity (significant srrers stlij 
exists along the edges) with rsseaus shown as square arrays of 
InvalId (zero) data, 

As these processes are being applied, the Image is being 
transfered from the tape to the general system disk arts, One 
additional operation takes Place, Th| successive differences between 
each pixel and Its neighbor on the left Is calculated and a histogram 
of all these values is developed. This histogram Is used to develop 
a modified Huffman coding scheme for the differences. This Is a 
variable length coding system with which ws are able to compress the 
images by a factor of between two and three (much better on setslllt« 
Images) without any Information loss. As this oompressicn is being 
done the resulting data Is stored undsr our Ussr Disk Pack (UDP) 
arrangement on the IBM 3330 disk system. This facility allows a 
user to have an exchangeable disk pack for his own use, we expect to 
be able to store about 200 complete Images on a single disk pack 



using the aoove compression serene, 

The user Is thus left with the comoressed version on the UDP 
for future reference (after decompression) and the normally oodid 
version on the general file system, The normal one Is used as 
described below to satisfy the current prooesslno request and 
afterwards is deleted, 

Image Differencing (i; 

Two  Images are differenced by transforming them to the same 
projection, aligning them, and then subtracting the aligned Images, 

The user Is able to select any portion of th 
two  ImaPes  for  differencing,       Actually» wha 
rectangular window In an orthographic Projection for 
data In ooth Images,  Thus, two new Images are oreat 
are not accurately aligned due to errors In the navI 
that  is  used  in developing  the projections, 
alignment are determined by successively aligning 
window using a cross correlation technique.  For 
error vector Is thus determined,  One of the orlglna 
then  repeated IncorooratIng this error Information 
two images that are generally In alignment to within 
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the  Individual processing stops and automat icaIly by 
the disk system, 

The capacity also exists to put these resulting  imagesi  and 
s describing them, onto magnetic tepe In a form that can be 
the JPL-IFL Video Film Converter for production of hard copy, 
roducts are then entered into the Science Data Team's data 

(1)  See  "Computer Comparison of Pictures"» Lynn H,  Guam, Stanford 
Artificial Intelligence Project Memo AIM-144. May Igylt 



Exanrples of Image Differencing 

Discussed below are some examples of Images which have been 
projected, allgnedi and differenced using the tschnlauM dlsscussed, 

FIGURE 1 shpwsi at the top, portion« of two high resolution 
Mariner 9 Images taken of the Thyjes Mons region of Mars {75 deg. St. 
165 deg. w,), Thes« were taken under almost Identical Illumination 
and viewing angles eighteen days apart (upper left on Orbit 113» 
upper right on Orbit 150), The upper frames show the the images after 
they have been transformed to a common Projection and aligned as 
previously described. Even with this proctssing done, it ig difficult 
to accurately determln» the ohangsf that have taken place, The 
bottom frame8 ahow th*:r cJlffer«nce paU«* i«ft >ninu8 rlght and Joht 
minus left, The subtle changes which nave occurred in the "riffles" 
are clearly brought out In these lower frames, 

Figure 2 is an example of a remarkable change In a dark tall 
strikingly brought out bV the Picture diffarenolng techniques. These 
images of the northern part of Thaumasia were taken nineteen days 
apart under slmlllar lighting conditions and viewed near vertiel» but 
from oposite directions, Note the small black tail in the uooar right 
of the area. Since it has not changed It is cleanly removed by the 
picture differencing process, 

Two views of a portion of Pyrrhae Regie appear In Figure 3 
and show some rather obvious changes. Dark material has appeared 
along scarps« crater walls, and other topographical boundaries. 
Although the major changes in the top frames are easily detectable by 
the eye, the minor ones emerge clearly only in the difference Images. 

In Figure 4 Is another portion of Pyrrhae Regie, Again» dark 
material has appeared along a crater wall, Tiiese examples are from 
the same original Images as those in Figure 3 undi like Figure 3» 
have similiar illumination conditions but viewed In opposite 
directions from near the vertiole, Tne toppographic features are 
completely removed In the picture difference« leaving only the true 
albedo changes. 





Figure 2 



Figure  3 



Figure 4 
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D.  VIKING LANDER IMAGERY INVESTIGATION 

The effort has bean devoted to problems associated with the 
extractlo" of naar-fleld Panglng |nfoPnmtlon 

from lender etmer» 
stereo Image pairs. This latter work» which has used the 
facilities of the Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory» Is 
described below, 

Figure 1 Illustrates a stereo pair of Images recorded of a 
oortable terrain model by a lander camera prototype, The figures 
displayed in this and the following Illustrations are reproductions 
of Polaroid Pictures taken of the output of a computer driven 
video-synthesizer, The upper and lower Images represent left and 
right views« resoett've|y, of the model as recorded by a single 
lander camera prototype located at two different positions 100 cm 
apart« approximately 135 cm above the model and at roughly 100-200 om 
horizontal range. The model consists of an undulating surface of 
oark sand upon which have been placed four conspicuous recks and softs 
smaller pebbles. since the horizontal range Is comparable to the 
Inter-camera dlsplae^msnt, henceforth called the Mbase|Tnsn# the two 
views of the sesne appear appreciably different« It has bean 
determined experimentally that It Is Impossible to visually fuse such 
disparate images, a orerequlslte to visual depth percept on, 

riaure 2 indicates the stffle pair of images upon which have 
been overlayed two smooth curves. These curves have been constructed 
as follows« A Plane, henceforth referred to as the "etmsrt-esnters 
plane,,« Is defined to contain the two effective camera-center 
positions. This plane has been rotated about the baseline until It 
nasses through the selected point of Interest In the left view at the 
center of the prepositioned box located directly beneath the esntral 
rock. This plans projects Into the left snd right camera views as 
the curves shown. The fact that the plane projects as a curve 
rather than a straight line is a oonseauence of the scanning geometry 
of the facsimile camera and of the associated display format. 
Specifically, the camera scans the soenoi point by point. In uniform 
polar and azlmuthal steps, The display format Is linear In polar and 
azlrruthai angles, and hence represents a linear mapping of the 
original recording, The lowest point in each of these curves 
corresponds to an azlmuthal viewing direction perpendicular to the 
baseline at ♦he camera location In que8t)on, Scene points lying on 
the eerrera-centers plane anu common to both views must necessarily 
ie on the projections of this plane In each Image, 

Figure 9 Illustrates the same image pair overiaysd with Image 
point location boxe8,ussd in the scans ranging mode. The box In each 
view has been visually positioned to a scene point that Is common to 
both views and is to be ranged« The positioning Procedure Is as 
follows. The box is first Interactively centered about a point of 
interest In the left camera Image, A camera-centers plans Is then 
tilted to contain this pointing direction.  The physical  point of 
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Interest In the right view now must Me on the projection of the 
plane In that Image, Thus» only a single degree of freedom remains 
for the definition of the corresponding box location In the rlghthand 
view, Ti.ls latter parameter has been arbitrarily ehoitn to be the 
x-coordlnate of the oolnti In Image coordlnatesi The location of the 
matching point In the right view Is determined visually, The box Is 
then brought to position by the adjustment of the x-ooordlnate, The 
associated value of the y-coordlnate of the point Is then Immediately 
evaluated, remaining paramateri 

Once the correspondinp pointing directions in the two scenes 
have been established, we have sufficient information to evaluate the 
spatial location of the selected point relative to the cameras, The 
ranging Information is promptly computed and recorded and/or 
displayed. 

Following oevelopnent of the above Programs we moved on to a 
familiarization study of some of the characteristics of the unloue 
data format, preparatory to investigating automation of ranging and 
contour nap production. 
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Figure 5 Illustrates a remapping of the intensity plots of 
Figure 4 Into a format that would be more amenable to a 
one-dlmenslonal correlation of dtta from the two scenes, The 
intensity curves in Figure 5 have been obtained by transforming the 
curves in Figure 4 to the appearance they would have if recorded by a 
camera located at the mid-point between the left and right camera 
positions, under the assumption that the scene is perfectly flat, 
horizontal, and at the nominal value of observed relative elevation. 
The horizontal scale has been changed to utilize the full width of 
the screen, The mapping between the scene and the Image now is 
nonlinear and the mutual interrelationship no longer Is as readily 
dlscsrnablo as in the previous illustrations. It Is evident, 
however, that one-djmensional picture point correlation would ba mere 
reaolly conducted In this transformed Image intensity space than In 
the Initial space, 

we do not Plan to proceed further along the above  lines. 
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RatHari we are considering a more general and powerful approaeh 
toward the development of near-field automated ranging, The proposal 
Is to explore the portion of the 3-8pace mutually accesiablt through 
the left and right windows« by correlation of left and right Imagery 
data over a variously tilted and positioned probing plsnar patoh. 
Once it has been determined, by prescribed correlation criteria« that 
we have succeeded In "landing" on a surface« ws oan "crawl" over the 
surface In any manner desired, accumulating ranging Information as we 
go. Elevation contour lines could for example bs generated by 
Instructing the probe to explore at fixed elevation, An automated 
aontour map could thus be constructed, 

we also are oommmencing various Image transformations 
directed both toward compensating for inherent projective distortions 
and toward facilitating the comparison both of Images taken from thn 
same cairera under different recording conditions and of Imagts taken 
from the two different lander camera positions, FIGURE CAPTIONS 
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Figure 5. A stereo pair of images recorded of a portable terrain 

model by a single lander camera prototype located at 

two different positions.  Upper image left view; 

lower image right view. 
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Figure 6.  Overlay of a projection of the camera-centers plane onto 

the stereo images. 
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Figure   7.    Stereo  Images  overlayed with  image point location boxes 

in  the scene point  ranging mode. 
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Figure   8.    Overlays of the scene point intensity along the camera- 

centers plane as  a function of the x-coordinate of the 

image point. 
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Figure 9.    Overlays of transformed scene point Intensities. 
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PREFACE 

This D&Dor rflcorts ppogfess nade on » system of oroortms for 
oroc^sslig nedIum-tng|e stereo Images, The caper takes the form of 
docLrrentat I on on wnat the saoarate orograms written for this oroJect 
do» with comments as to how they fit together, None of the 
descriptions are Intended to enable the casual reader of this oaoer 
to t^e the oroprams Involved. Anyone desiring to operate any of these 
orcsrams Is novlsod to contact the author for a demonstration. 



INTR0OüCTl0N 

Suppose one were given two olcturei of the seme scene taken 
frorr moderately different vlewlno oo'nts« by moderately dlf^ersnt Is 
meant that the change In view point causes the pictures to dlff&r by 
nore thpn an Infinitesimal amount but not by so much that an object 
nresont tn both pictures is not easily recognizable as being the Same 
object, Mathematically» this can be characterized by thinking of the 
focal axes of the two cameras as vectors and describing «, the angle 
between tnese vectors, F"or the purposes of this report, |«|<ir/8 Is r 
reasonable approximation to the phrase "moderately different viewing 
poirts", 

Given two such pictures, one would I 
relate to one another, How were the cameras that 
with resnect to each other? What clues are there 
as to size and position of the objects? 

ke to know how they 
took them arranged 
In the two pictures 

Several th 
Information In the 

n<?s are known to be undeoldable given Just the 
dctures. Absolute position» for Instance* Is not 

derivable, that ls# tt Is not possible to say precisely where In 
3-scace one of the cameras was or to give the exact three-dimensional 
co-ordinates corresoondIng to a given point in a picture, Likewise, 
It is Impossible to say exactly how large or how far away a given 
object Is, Both absolute position and absolute size require 
knovsleoge not contained In the pictures. 

It Is possible» however» to derive relative positions and 
relative sizes for objects In the pictures. This Is done by 
assiemlpo an arbitrary position and orientation to one of the eameras 
and hy flxlno some distance, usually tne baseline distance between 
cameras. From these starting points, the orientations of the 
eameras and positions of objects which appear in both pictures can be 
calculated* 

This project, then, was a start toward automating the 
calculation of said relative orientations and positions given no more 
then two stereo views and a reasonable guess as to the baseline 
dlstance, 

THE PROGRAMS 

Work on this project was segmented Into separate tasks» each 
performed by an Indecendent SAIL program, This segmentation was 
forcev to some extent, by the fact tnat the system usually dees not 
live long enough to support one long program, Thus It became 
advisable to have several small programs which depended on user 
interaction rather than one large program which would run by itself, 

fine? 
The basic sections and their  funcilons are PARSET»  which 

pairs of  Points using no outside  Information about the 



Dictures, CAMERA, *fhich US3S Doint-Dajrs to f|nd  aDDrox]m»t«  CftmtrR 
m0dels' pnd CAMSCH, which finds 0alrs 0f p0lnts using camera m0dal8. 

PARSET 

The purpose of this program Is to find a set of pairs of 
points, one oolnt out of each oicture» which matsh, Intultlvelyi two 
points natch if thev both are projections of the same three- 
oinersionai oolnt, ComoutatlonaIly» the criterion for match is that 
the normalized cr0ss-cor re |at i (,„ betWaep the 2n+l x 2n+l Mlnd0ws 

s'Jrr0ur,ö,n^ »ach of tne two ooInt;s be high enough,  Since 
matches point B 
pairs of points 

immeclately 
the coirputatf oha l process can only say that'oolnt A 
with orotahllity p, this proriram's purpose is to find 
whic^ match with fajrjy high probability, 

As a preliminary to the matching process, this 
seqrrpnts both pictures l^to overlapping areas» usually 20 
souare.   It then co^pjtes the mean and variance of each area 

program 
pixels 

In each 
picture and sorts each picture's areas by variance, keeping track of 
where In the picture eacn area came from. 

The matching process begins by selecting an area at random 
frotr the top end o^ the variance list of the first oicture, usually 
the top 25%, This limitation Is imposed because the measure of match 
oelnr used-- normalized Toss-eorre let I on-- works best where there Is 
a Mrse amount of Information present, which is symctomlzed by the 
variance being laroe. 

Sinse areas which natch should have similar variances» the 
selected area of the flrsi picture is compared with each area of the 
second cicture whose varlancr Is within 20X of that of the area under 
consideration, (In the following, jet the prefixes "first-" and 
"second-" st^nd for tne modifying phrases "of the first picture" and 
"of the second picture" respectively,) 

tach eliulble second-aree is Initially tested to see If Its 
mean I«? similar that of the first-area, If a second-area passes this 
test, a search is nede to find the second-point (seme point In or 
near the second-area unde.r consideration) such that the 2n*i x 2n+l 
winccw surrounding thjs second-point Is the best match for (heT the 
highest normalized cross- correlation with) the 2n+l x 2n+l window 
surrounolng the center colnt of the flr?t-area. The search strategy 
useo Is essentially that used by Quam (1971). 

For computational expediency» the above search Is carried out 
usir.p a small wirr*ow, typically 7 pixels square. At the program 
proceeds through the second-areas, the N second-areas (where N is 
usual iv 3) yielding the highest correlation values are kept track of 
and sre re-searched using b. larger area» typically 21 Pixels square» 
to check that the ar^a? do indeed match, 
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Tests are then made to determine whether the best match found 
was nood enough, rjrst of all* the correlation must be abJVe ,5, 
since a correlation lower than ,5 can occur between areas whloh do 
not really match, Seconfily. the top two correlations must dlfftr 
sirjr. I f leant |y, ^allure to do so would indicate that more than one 
match was podstble» cast'nr? doubt on the validity of either match. 
Failure In either of these tests causes a first-area to be rejtcted 
as hfvlrfi no reliable match, and another first-area Is tried. 

Note that, when this process is finished» the center point of 
the f'rst-aresi has been paired with a second-point which has Integer 
co-ordinates. In oractice, however» the proper match for a glvan 
first-point will b« a second-point with non-lrteger co-ordinate». 
Sine« the only correlation values which are available are those at 
Integer second-points» some form of Interpolation Is necissary» 

Therefore, the final operation on a match Is an 
Interpolation, A function of the form E:xP< - (A»xt2 ♦ B*X ♦ C*X«Y ♦ 
l»Yt? + E*Y * F)) |g fitted by least squares teohnlauts to the 
(orrslatlon values between the window around the first-point and 
•imilar windows around points in the neighborhood of the 
«eccd-po j nt, Solving this function for a maximum results In either 
i new match at some non-Integer second-po I n',, or In an error if there 
fs re maximum within a one-Pixel radius of the matching seoond-polnt. 

In the latter case, the first-area Is said to have no 
rell»o!e ratch, and the program continues to another first-area. The 
most ccrrmon cause of sue" failure Is a strong linear edge with little 
information on either siae, in which case the chances of error are 
siffldent to cast any such match in doubt. 

a I 

If the match passes this final test, It Is recorded  for  us^ 
ater program» end this program proceeds to another first-area. 

CAMLF-A 

The Job of this program Is to find camera models, A camera 
model consists of seven numbers which specify the focal lengths of 
the two cameras aio the orientation of the second camera with respect 

to the first. v 
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second 

taken to have  Its focal  point at the 
along  the z-axis» and Its image Diane the 
on l,)  The focai  point of  the second 
described bv the baseline distance and two 
the angles by which the first camera must 
to point at the second focal point,  (see 

axis of the second camera is described by 
ancles,  They'are the angles through which the first camera 
nneo. then tl^ed so that its axis parallels  the axis of 
camera,  The image Plane of the second camera !i the plane 

e f i rst camera I 3 
ts  foca I  axis 
. (See I I lustrati 
a point whloh is 
e two angles are 
,  then  tilted» 
on 2,) The focal 
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I IIustratton 1, 

Arbitrary co-oMlnate  system  with  first  camar«  In  plae«. 

t«». OAJI Vi>««l OAinT 

I I lustration 2, 

Co-oMlnate system wlt^ first camera  canned  and  tlltad  to 
focal Point of Sftconrt camera. 

locato 



oerD'»"^ i cu laf to t^e foc'Hl axis at distance F2 from the focal point, 
(See Illustration 3.) Tie orlontatjon of the second Image olane is 
descrited oy the angle throjnh which t^e first image plane must roll 
(after having oeep oanned and tilted to make the axes parallel) In 
oMfcr to bring x^e two "up" directions into agreement, 

This pro^ra-. takis as Innut a set of oalrs of first-points 
and s^cand-^o I nt.s founi to be matches and attempts to find a camera 
podsl which wouM account for those polnt-nalrs, Determination of a 
noiel Is d^ne by ninlmlzlni a measute ..of camera model error, 

Th-a error ne^sur» Is t^e average error In match taken over 
ths poi^t pairs. For each point pair» the error In match Is 
aete'mir-ci as follows: 'Jslng the camera model» the first-point Is 
orojecter* Into space» yielding a ray from the focal point through the 
Image relnt, Thi«? ray Is then oaok-projected Into the Image olane  of 

^ porJUl  -UuJ 
akfs 

Illustration 3, 

Co-ordlnat0 syste-n with secono camera In place* first  camera  panned 
an:i tilted so Its fecal axis paralieis that cf the second camera. 
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tie seconci z^.mBffi, yieidln^ « |"nO sefl.ient in the second tmaoe, The 
error ts tat<en ^o oe t^e saua-e of the distance between the 
seco^d-pp Int an'i this line seamenx, jn the usual "lathematl ct I sense. 
(See I I lustration 4. ) 

Actu?l  nj n{r"i zat ion of the error function Is carried out by 
the I nrienenaent |y co^Dlled subroutine MINIMZ. 

^•cle- ^f •j*«tiOA 

Illustration <r,       # 

Co-ordinate systerr w'th botn cameras in olace, showing a first-point 
orojectei Into soace aiid tie resulting ray back-projected Into the 
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!M'!lvZ 

This sup-Drogran Is a function nlnlmlzer which U8«s no 
(ecivetive i nf or-^a* i on In paeklnn a minimum, Net using derivative 
infcrmatlon was a constraint forced by three conslderat|on8--the fact 
tn^t thfl derivatives of the camera model error function are 
iisorntinuou« since the function has been truncated to «void 
'loatjng point ovsrficws In the calculations, the fact that the 
locatlors of these discontinuities are not precisely known, and the 
fact that th« camera model error function Itself does not obey any of 
tie constraints (nonotenlcity, laeK of local mln|ma# etc.) usually 
DlfeCö on functions to be ninimlzed by derivative methcds, 

The workhorse function of this sub-orogram takes an 
n^Uenslonai vector (In the camera mrdet case, n = 7) and finds 3 
starting points ?lona this vector such that an uoward-faclng oarabola 
can (-e fitted to the thr^e points. The Inner loop fits the parabola, 
flics the minimum of this narabola, evaluates the function at the 
naranola minimum, and chooses which of the four available points are 
"best" to fit anotner parabola to, T^ls continues either until the 
specified number 0* cycles (usually VZ) have been completed or until 
succ0ss|ve o^rabol?» fits yield the same function value, within a 
toleranc» (usually .CC^Sl), 

Tne outer loop of this sub-program constructs a set of 
nrtnonorr-al vectors (starting with the co-ordinate axes) and calls 
tne workhorse function described above along each of these vectors, 
Wher thl«? set of vector3 Is exhausted, the outer loop then calculates 
tns vector difference netwaen the starting point for that round and 
the flnfil oolnt founrf, This vector Is then used In constructing a 
new set of ortnonor-nal vectors, TMs Iteration continues until the 
rilffererce In starting and finishing function values Is less than the 
qlve" tolerance (as above) or until the function value drops below 
■»one pre-set I Iml t. 

r? I r, i T u m, 
act: ears 
actu? I 
av&i lab 1 
re'luc I "S 
n j n I' u n, 
CAMSCh, 
0 0 i n t s i 

CA^SCH 

Like all mlnlmlzerv» this  one  can  get  stuck  at  a  local 
This Is unfortunate, because the camera model error function 

to have > larg«? nunoer of potential  local  minima  near  the 
minimum,  H0wever,  It  also  appears that having more points 
«* for use reduces the number  and depth of  local  minima, 

chance of a spurlnus minimum being taken as the actual 
Iterating CAMERA „ith the follc 

tna 
Tnls suggests 

to jet better 
w.«.. VIIO iwiiv^ing program, 

anc better camera models based on more and more 

Reproduced  from 
best available copy. 

This proTram takes as Inout 9 caffiera model either derived by 
CA:*c.cA or sjrplleij ;jy some other means. To match a designated flrst- 
colr.t,  this  program  projects  the  first-ootnt   Into  space» 



back-pcoJects  the  ray So produced  lnto the  seoond lm»fl*» thtn 
searches along the resgltlns Mne, (See IMustra^Ion 5,) 

The actual search consists of stepping along the I In** 
starting from the Infinity point (the point of the line corresponding 
to the point on the projected ray which Is farthest away from the 
first camera» but still visible to the second camera)« At each step 
along the line* the correlation between the window around the 
f,rst-o0löt undeP cons'doPatlon and the c0rr«Soon

d,nfl w,ndow "roM 
the -econd-oolnt currontiy undep 8crutlny is calculated, A, st0PPlng 
continues, the best N such correlations (again, N Is usually 5) are 
kept track of and a local search for maximum correlation Is Sons In 
the reighborhood of  each such second-point, 

Testing whether or not the match is sufficiently good and 
Interpolation are similar to the same processes described for PARSET. 

One search-pruning heuristic 
neecs« perhaps, to be justified, In 
given second-area does not  show a 

used In both PAPSET and CAMSCH 
PARSET, If the center point of a 
positive correlation with the 

I I lustration 5, 

A pair of stereo views 
showing a point and Its 
surrounding correlation 
wincow overlaid on the 
too image and the iIn« 
that the point projects 
to overlaid on the lower 
Image, Polaroid picture 
taken of Data Disc whlle 
CAMSCH was In operation 
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center r o ! 
an | r & r o f' a t 
ex&rinlr,^ ? 
exarr i nes ev 
ccrr«! laTion 
r»ade on t^e 
ssccnd-po I n 
turn'; ott, 
Th»?  corral 

T-atcf  Kill 
ve r ^ low cc 
^atc "  in 
concttatlon 

nt of t-ie *ir??t-are3i the second-area is rejected as being 
le  clace  to  'ook  for  a  -natch,   CAMSCH,  Instead  of 
vpry ^cint ajon-i tne line orojected Into the second Image, 
ery N-th  point,  where  N  is  half  the  radius  of  the 
winocw being useo,  Thusi in both orograns» decisions are 
basis of the vaNe of tne correlation  function  at  some 

t  near  (but net at) the matchini second-point.  This» It 
is a re^sn.nable thing to do. Taking any  cross-section  of 
ation  function  will  yield  a graoh shaoed somewhat like 
because cf this, a correlation at a secor,d-po i nt neap the 
ne fa!r|y n|f!h--at leasti aoove the noise level.  Hence a 
rrelation value can be taken to  mean  that  there  is  no 
the  vicinity  of  the  point under consideration» and the 
necessary to search that area can be avoided. 

It is Interesting to note  that  different  programs 
nifMrert de^rfies of accurecy froni their camera models, 

requlre 

net 
will 
~3 tc 

fe n o u 
sunn 
carr 6 
an 
f i nc 
etc. 

CAMSCH, for Instance» with Its local search strategies» can 
hy with rather jnpecurate camera models, Any camera model which 

rtt CAMSCH ;n the ri^nt ballpark is good enough to produce 
res *or most ooints, FTxoer Imantat I on has shown that almost any 
ra .Toael h^vlnr an averaas squared-error below ,25 pixels Is good 
^h for -ntchinQ ?t least 53% of the points tried, This would 
»st not sponciinc treat amounts of time minimizing the first 
ra rcdej. as ms peen done In most cases tried so far. Instead» 
inaccurate rcflei can be derived auickly, CAMSCH can use this to 
more ooints, which can he used to derive a better camera  model» 
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i r 
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d, programs whi-h do depth modelling require 
node Is,   ^or  instance»  on  one  Pair  of 

ffirent camera models were derived. Their 
,2   to ,01304,  Depths given for one point at 

faet fron tha camera ranv^ad from 25 feet to 
models with smaller squared-arrors were 
larger errors.  However» the best model was 

st  error!  Tnis  would  indicate  that  the 
^resent local minima on the error function; 

the true mo ij -^ I h s s vot to re found, 

This result ig-, *o further moclfication of the minlmizer» In 
r.ca* c* helnn a.-jle to net closer to the real minimum. As yet» this 
is ret pcsslnle, accurate Jepth ranging remains a hit-or-miss thing, 
os-e-dlrt on wither cr not a model can be found which Is good 
enough, 

Ther^ are Pe^er?.i o^hür minor orograms Inten^'d for 
-.e-cr str--11 ans which fit intc rhis set of orograms, 

;'If^''C s!-cly trkes -' file containing point-pairs and 
"isclavs tr»v-i» Dsir at a tine, as overlays on pictures shown on  Data 

Reproduced from 
^iL^fi'able copy. 



DEPTH works similarly to WINSHO, except that It also asks for 
a carrera modal» and calculates the distance from the first camera to 
the three-dimensional oolnt. It then displays this distance on the 
Data Disc screen with the aporoorlata overlays representing the two 
DOtnts, At the end» this program rounds each depth to the nearest 
unit of distance and displays these distances as overlays at the 
corresponding points In the first picture,  (See Illustration 61) 

I I lustration 6, 

Photograph from Data Disc 
of overlaid depths as 
generated by DEPTH, 

CONCLUSION 

There 
orofifams, 

are a number of possible  variations  on  thts  set  of 

One  possible alteration wou 
Information Into the matching process, 
using  th^ee  aligned color-filter 
correlation function so that It uses a 
picture  point  rather  than  a single 
woulö give more Information at each ool 
less I Ike|y. 

Id be to incorporate color 
This change would require 

pictures» and modifying the 
vector of information at each 
scalar number, This teehnloue 
nt,  making gross mismatches 
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Another interesting idea would be to use the camera model to 
orvaue ti-,P correUtior' window, making correlation less sensitive to 
nistortlcr^ of an object due to the differences In DPoJectlon, Thus, 
a -.^"•era moc'el having most of the change in the horizontal direotlon 
woülr tn i^de to c&use i correlation window which was tall and 
tn I r.--'J51 nc mopo information in the direction in which little 
distortion occurs, less in the distorted direction, (See 
I|lbctratiori 7.) 

'. f couraei much can ü? done to automate these ppoflrams, At 
ores^nt they often stoo anr1 ^s^ 'or guidance when there Is doubt as 
to aether or not A  match 's good. 

In PA^GET, ^here ?il ma'cches must be good, strengthentno the 
critorlcn for a natch Is one way to do tnis--when in doubt, throw It 
out. Another method of insuring tnat CAMERA gets only flood 
no ir.t-pa i rs Is to allow CA'-EFA to weed point-oairs given it, If, 
when a mir.irum of sorts Is found, one or more of the polnt-oalrs are 
fouro to contribute abnornrlly high (or low) errors» these oalrs 
coulc be rfejecteo, and a rc-minImization done, 

Th^oreticaI Iy--that is, given enough time and some low 
r: ievprne?s--It is possible to USH CAMSCH to find a matching &olnt for 
«vrr.v f i'st-ro I nt wf.'ch has a match, Under this assumotlon, the 
techriTue of Darsjlaxlng (creatim naooings from one olcture to 
•inotrer^ and f'r.dlnS S'-raijax edqes is now feasib|3, A8sumlnfl flood 
camera rode|s, ths co3SeSs'on of suc^ a maoping maKes dect^ modelilng 
and tne location of aeot'o ed56s possiole, 

It ösens, thop that thf next moves on this project will be in 
thf. rjIrHctlon of Imnrovonents to existing programs, Specifically, 
tht. low running necessary to form the matches needs to be developed, 
T'-P programs docjr1eotea her^ need tc be optimized so they can run In 
^n a^oup- of tlrn» aqreeaöl^ to the nachlne. Most of all, the camera 
-lonei t.ro:r-«,m5 need to se i-iproved so that nor« reliable camera 
morels are coss11Ie,   

Illustration 7, 

\/ a r i c u s "secpna-clctures" snnwiny hacK-proJected first-points and the 
a p r r o p r i a t eIv s h a 5 e c correlation windows (size exaggerated), 
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INTRODUCTION 

My project for this au«rt«r was to start Impltmsntatlon of a 
systtm for Droeassing color sttrso oalrs» similar to my systom for 
orocssslng black and white storoo Images (see Hannah, 1971i for 
details of that system). Since the blacK and white system was but It 
around the Idea of using normalized cross-correlation as a measure of 
match between two points» the first thing that was needed for the new 
system was some egulvalent measure of match for odor Images. 
(Actually, correlation Is a measure of match between two areasj the 
vwo oolnts refered to are the centers of the areas, In the 
following, the phrases "between two oolnts" and "between two areas" 
will be used Interchangeably In referring to correlation). 

Öaslcally, i had the choice of somehow altering correlation 
for use with color Information or creating an entirely different 
oeasure of match, Having had little luck In an earlier attempt to 
fine a new measure of match for the black and white case, I chose to 
codify correlation. 

This document reports the derivation and Implementation of 
color correlation, and describes a program, NEWPTS, which finds 
Initial oolnt-oalr matches In either color or black and white stereo 
pairs. 

COLOR CORRELATION 

It Is generally recognized that color consists of three 
components. A child learns In grade-school art that all colors can 
be made from red, yellow, and blue pigments. In high-school physios* 
he Is told that all colors result from red, green, and blue light. 
In college psychology courses, color Is discussed In terms of 
Intensity, hue, and saturation. 

Ignoring for the moment the thorny Questions of what the 
eomponents of color "really" are, we shall admit only that there are 
three such components. Since the color Images we currently are 
working with were obtained by digitizing three black and white 
pictures which resulted from photographing an ordinary color slide 
under red, green, and blue filters, respectively, we shall refer to 
the eomponents as R, C, and B, 

It is somewhat more convenient (as wall as more 
mathematical!) to think of a color picture as one array of 
vector-valued points (r,g»b) Instead of three separate arrays of 
scalar-valued points r» g» and b, This suggests regarding the 
text-book version of normalized cross-correlation 

SUM( (x-MEAN(¥)) • (y-MEAN(y)) ) 
COR - -  

SQRT( SUM( (x-MEAN(x))t2 ) • SUM( (y-MEAN(y))*2 ) } 
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(where small letters denote sample elementsi SUM Is the sum over some 
set of such elements» MEAN Is such a sum divided by the number of 
eierrents summed oveP# SQRT Is the square root functlon# and ♦ denotes 
multlplIcatlen) 

as tMe one-dlmenslonai ease of a vector function 

SUM( (X-MEAN<X)) • (Y-MEAN(Y)) ) 
VCOR   

SQRT( SUMC IX-MEAN(X)|t2 ) « SUM( I Y-MEAN<Y)112 ) ) 

(where capital letters denote veotorsi • Is vector dot product» and 
lAl Is the norm of t^e vector A>, 

Considering only the factor SUM( (X-MEAN(X>) • (Y-MEAN(Y)> ) 
(slnce SUM( |X-MEAN(X>|t2 ) and SUM< | Y-MEAN(Y) I »2 > ars bc^ gP^dal 
cases of this SUM with x substituted for Y In the first case «nd Y 
substituted for X In the second) and letting x be (xr»*0#xb> and Y be 
<yr»y9#yb), we have 

SUM( (X-MEAN(X)) • (Y-MEAN(Y)) ) 

= SUM( (<xr»xg,xb)-MEAN( (xr.xg.xb) )) • 
((yr»ygiyb)-MEAN( (yr»yfliyb) )) ) 

= SUM( (xr-MEAN(xr)»xg-MEAN(xg),xb-MEAN(xb)) • 
(yr-MEAN(yr)»yg-MEAN(yg)lyb-MEAN(yb)> ) 

5 SUM( (xr-MEAN(xrn»(yr-MEAN(yr)) ♦ (xg-MEAN(xg) )»(yg-MEAN(yg)) ♦ 
(xb-MEAN(xb}}«(yb«MEAN(yb}) ) 

If we e|ever|y notice that ail three terms within this sum 
are the same In form and combine them into one term under a summatjon 
which sums over all components as well as all elements of components« 
we get 

B SUM( (x-MEAN(x)) • (y-MEAN(y)> ) 

which Is the  representative factor  of  the formula for  ordinary 
corr«l«tion (see above formula for corre lation), 

It is convenient (If somewhat embarassing) to have color 
correlation turn out to be a dressed uo fprm of ordinary correlation, 
for this means that color correlation has all of the mathematical 
properties of Ordinary correlation, This, in turn, will be 
particularly useful In the Interpolation of correlation values at 
non-integer points In the picture, since previously develoced 
techniques for such Interpolation need not be Justified again, 

Since both vector and scalar correlation have the same form, 
save for the numper of components which neea be summed over» the two 
brands of correlation have been Implemented as one subroutine, 
CORLAT,  in the SAIL load,module SCOREL.  Which calculation Is done 
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deoends on the global flag COLOR,  For expidl«rcy in comoutation, the 
coeffloiant Is calculated as 

( n • SUM{ x • y ) - SUM(x) • SUM(y) )»2 
B mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

< n • SUM( x»2 ) - SUM(x)»2 ) • ( n • SUM( y^ ) - SUM<y>»2 ) 

that  Is»  with sums arranged so that only one pass need be taken to 
calculate ail sums.  Mot«» too» that the sauare of the correlation Is 
used  (as  It  was  In the black and whit« cas«),  trading a 
multiplication for a call on SORT. 

No modlfIcattn*« (other than a small amount of ootimizing) 
have been made on the functions MATCH and MAXCOR which call CORLAT 
and live |n SCOREL» A separat« Program, NEWPTS» has been er«at«d to 
ssrve the function of PARSET in the color case and replace PARSET In 
the black and whit« case, It Is described b«low as If It operated In 
color mode» only, 

NEWPTS 

The purpose of this program is to find a set of pairs of 
points» one point out of each Pictur«» which match. Intuitively» two 
points match If they both are projections of the same three- 
dimensional point, Since the computational oroces? can only say that 
point A matches point B with some probability» this program's purpose 
Is to find Pairs of points which match with fairly high orobabtllty. 

As a preliminary to the matching process» this program 
segments both pictures into overlapping areas, usually 20 pixels 
square, It then comput«s the mean and variance of «a^h area In the 
first component of each color picture (only on« oompon^nt Is used to 
expedite computation) and sorts each picture's arses by var.ano«, 
keeping track of where in the picture each area came from, 

The matching process begins by selecting an area at random 
from the top end of the variance list of ths first picture, usually 
the top 25%, This limitation Is Imposed because the measure of match 
being used works best where there is a largo amount of Information 
present» which Is symptomlzed by the variance being large. 

Since areas which match should have similar variances» the 
selected area of the first picture is compared with each area of the 
second picture whose variance is within 20X of that of the area under 
consideration, (In the following» let the prefixes "first-" and 
••second-" stand for the modifying phrases "of the first picture" and 
"of the second picture" respectively,) 

Each eligible second-area is Initially tested to see If Its 
mean is similar that of the first-area. If a second-area passes this 
test» a search is made to find the second-point (some point In or 
near the second-area under consideration) such that the 2n+l  x 2n+l 
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window surrounding this second-pdnt Is the bast match for (has the 
hlghtst normallzad cross-corralatIon with) the 2n*l x 2n+l window 
surrounding the canter point of the first-area- The search strategy 
used Is essentially that used by Quam (lg?!). 

For computational expedlaneyi the above search is carried out 
using only the first component of the color picture, Aa the 
orogram proceeds through the second-areas» the N second-areas (where 
N Is usually 5) yielding the highest correlation values are kept 
track of, Later» a second search Is done on these areas using color 
correlation to determine which of the areas that matched on the basis 
of the ono-oomponent search match best In color» 

Testa are then made to determine whether the best match found 
was good enough, First of all, the correlation must be above ,5 
(calculated square of the correlation above ,25)$ since a correlation 
^ower than ,5 can occur between areas which do not really match. 
Secondly, the too two correlations must differ significantly. 
Failure to do so would Indicate that more than one match was 
possible, casting doubt on the validity of either match, Fallura In 
either of these tests causes a first-area to be rejected as having no 
reliable match» and another first-area Is tried. 

Note that» when this process Is finished» the center point of 
the first-area has been paired with a second-point which has Integer 
co-ordinates, in practice» however, the proper match for a given 
first-point w||| be a second-point with non-Integer co-ordinates. 
Since the only correlation values which are available are those at 
Integer second-points, some form of Interpolation la necessary, 

Therefore» the final operation on a match la an 
interpolation, A function of the form EXP( - (A»Xt2 ♦ B«X ♦ C*X»Y ♦ 
Q#Yt2 4 E»Y ♦ F)) Is fitted by least squares technlaues to the 
color correlation values between the window around the first-point 
and similar windows around points In the neighborhood of the 
second-point. Solving this function for a maximum results In either 
a new match at some non-Integer second-point» or In an error If there 
Is no maximum within a one-Plxe| radius of the matching second-point. 

In the latter case» the first-area Is said to have no 
reliable match, end the Program continues to another first-area, The 
oost common cause of such failure Is a strong linear edge with little 
information on either side. In which case the chances of error are 
sufficient to cast any such match In doubt. 

If the match passes this final tast« It Is recorded for use 
In a later program, and this program proceeds to another first-are*. 

ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS 

three 
Our present Practice of using red, green»  and blue as  the 
components  of  the color picture has Its drawbacks. One would 



4lk« to calculate th« maans and variances of tht avaraT« Intensities 
In tha tbraa components for the curposa of narrowing th« laarchta far 
tha Initial polnt-oalr matchlnga. To do this under the orasant 
schara, one must a|thap calculate tha averages as ona goas--a rathar 
slow prootss--or kaao «round an extra pair of olotures, tha Intanslty 
0lctura8--a scheme yhlch anlargans (henca slows) one's job 
excessively, A solution to this ^roblam would ba to havs the 
»ntanslty picture ba ona of the three components of the color 
olotura, 

Thara are at least two sohemaa of color reprasantatlon whlob 
have Intanslty as one component, The best Known, psrhaps» Is the 
Intensity, hua, and saturation schema, Commerolal television uses 
the dlfferant, although related, scheme of Intanslty, x-, end 
y-chromttlcity, Both of thtsa ara based on the Idaa of a color 
wheel, |e, colors arranged circularly around t hub, The 
hue-saturation schema corresponds to using polar co^crdlnatas to 
nocata a oolor Point on the wnael, Tha x-# y«ehromatleity soheme 
corresponds to using a (not nacasaarlly raotangular) Cartaslan 
eo-ordlnata system to Ideate the color point, 

Implementing one of these systems seems to ba desirable. 
Precisely which one to Implement and how to derive these components 
frorr the given rtcj, green end blue components is A »Better f&r further 
study, 

Onoa the i «cresentat Ion Question has baan sattlad, tharf ara 
a number of statistics which can ba -••louiatsd over ths s«omantad 
pictures. In addition to the mean and Vnrlooa of the tntinslty, one 
could calculate tha mean and variance of tha color» the mod» (most 
frequently occurlng) color, possibly the next most frequsnt color, 
etc, Each area In aaok picture would 
of such statistics» ^nd searches for 
constrained to those second-areas 
flrst-araa Is within some 

then ba associated with a vector 
a matching second-area could be 
whose vector distance from the 

tolerance. 

A  more thorough  Investigation of 
representations of  color  seems  to ba  in 
direction that this project w||| procaad. 

tha  prooartlas  and 
order.  It Is In this 
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